Tag-selection problem, which selects a set of wanted tags from a tag population, is vital for boosting efficiencies of the real-time applications in RFID systems. However, prior arts for the problem can not be applied to RFID systems directly, given that they either require additional computing functions implemented in tag's chips or require a time-consuming pre-process with a large communication cost. This paper studies the tag-selection problem and propose an efficient Electronic Product Code (EPC)-based tag selection method with theoretical analysis. In particular, firstly, we prove a nontrivial lower bound of communication overhead for a protocol which is capable of solving the tag-selection problem. Secondly, we propose an efficient protocol, denoted by TagSP, which only uses the ''select'' command (a mandatory command that all RFID tags shall support) and EPC. The proposed TagSP can be applied directly into offthe-shelf RFID systems with a communication overhead close to the lower bound. Extensive simulations are conducted and the simulation results show TagSP's superiority compared with existing protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is now widely used in many applications, such as warehouse controlling [1] - [8] , library inventory [9] - [11] and object tracking [8] , [12] - [18] . In comparison to the traditional bar-codes, RFID enables non-line-of-sight and contactless identification and supports a much larger set of different tag users [19] , which leads to its wide applications. This paper focuses on the tag-selection problem in RFID system, where the task is to pick a subset P of tags from a tag population S by using as little communication time as possible. This is a basic problem that has a wide range of applications in RFID systems. For example, when a batch of tagged goods is going to be shipped out in a warehouse, the manager may need to write a piece of information (e.g., shipping destination, expiry date, mode of transportation, shipper code) into the tag's memory for tracking purposes. Such writing task can be rapidly finished by first picking out The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhenyu Zhou . the tags that share the same information (e.g., have the same shipping destination) from the tag population, and then writing the shared information into the memory of these picked tags simultaneously in one transmission. Another example is in privacy-sensitive RFID systems, where the access passwords in tags need to be updated periodically for enhancing the security level. In this case, instead of assigning each tag a new password which is time-consuming, the manager can partition all tags into different groups and then generate a new password for each group periodically. Other examples [20] - [26] include over-the-air tag programming, live query of tag information, etc.
A. PRIOR ARTS AND LIMITATIONS
There are mainly two problems in regard to the tag-selection problem. The first is the group writing problem recently raised in [20] . This problem aims at quickly picking a tag subset P from a tag population S, and then writing groupspecific information into the tags in P. The authors in [20] propose a scheme to solve this problem, where each tag needs to be written with a specially designed bit-vector in its user memory such that a single ''select'' command is capable of picking multiple tags by exploiting the features in these bit-vectors. Experimental results show that the number of ''select'' commands used by this proposed protocol is much less than that of the intuitive method which issues a single ''select'' command to pick each tag in P. Another related research is the tag grouping problem as studied in [27] - [30] . For example, the state-of-the-art grouping protocol CCG [30] , can rapidly inform each tag about which group it belongs to, such that the tags in the same group end up having the same group-ID. In each communication round, CCG randomly hashes the tags who do not have their group-IDs to a number of slots, and then use homogenous slots (If the tags that are hash-mapped to a slot s belong to the same group, then s is a homogenous slot) to transmit the group-IDs for the tags that are hash-mapped to these slots. CCG uses multiple rounds to ensure that all tags are informed of their group-IDs. In [27] , the authors reduce the communication time of CCG based on multiple hash functions, and propose a grouping protocol ComLab. Experimental results show that ComLab reduces the communication time by about 10% ∼ 25%. In [28] , the authors study the tag grouping problem in a dynamic scenario, where the aim is to rapidly inform each tag about its new group-ID based on its previous group-ID. The basic grouping idea is to find the difference between the previous group-ID and the new one of a tag. Then the protocol can notify the tag to flip its bits according to the difference to join the new group.
There are two main drawbacks with the existing works as follows.
• No nontrivial lower bound is given for communication overhead: Obtaining a nontrivial lower bound is critical for real-time applications in RFID systems, due to the requirement of pre-allocating sufficient time to every task for guaranteeing efficiency and avoiding failure in these systems. A nontrivial lower bound is also critical to determine how much reduction can be expected in theory when we try to improve a protocol.
• They can not be applied to all off-the-shelf RFID systems directly: The above protocols for the group writing problem and the tag grouping problem can solve the tagselection problem. However, they can not be applied to every RFID system directly without additional requirements. More specially, the protocols for the tag group problem require that some additional computing functions (For example, see the ROB function in [28] and the simple function that counts the number of '1's in a bit array in [27] , [30] ) should be implemented in the chip of each tag, which are not specified in the EPC C1G2 standard [31] and will be supported by commercialoff-the-shelf (COTS) tags. 1 The protocols for the group writing problem require a time-consuming preprocess that writes an additional bit-vector into the user memory of each tag. 2 Therefore, they can not be applied to an RFID system that contains read-only tags (read-only tags do not have any user memory into which the userspecific data can be stored).
B. CHALLENGES AND TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper is targeted for designing an efficient protocol for the tag-selection that can both applied to every off-the-shelf RFID system directly, and has a communication cost close to the nontrivial lower bound. Towards this goal, we need to answer two challenging problems. What is the nontrivial lower bound of communication overhead for a protocol which is capable of solving the tag-selection problem: The lower bound indicates the minimal amount of communication time for a protocol to solve the tag-selection problem. Deriving a nontrivial lower bound is challenging because we must thoroughly understand the nature of the tag-selection problem, and then carefully formulate a communication process to capture the underlying hardness. More specifically, to obtain a nontrivial lower bound, we must transform a protocol for the tag-selection problem into a process that can represent any tag subset and population (see Theorem 2) .
How to design an efficient protocol which can be applied to all off-the-shelf RFID system directly: The inherent difficulty is how to guarantee the universal applicability and a small communication time. Here we propose to use only the tag data and commands that are universally supported in off-the-shelf RFID systems to solve the problem with a small communication time. More specifically, to achieve this, we design a protocol that uses the EPC and ''select'' command, both of which are supported in every RFID system. 3 To guarantee its efficiency, this protocol first analyzes the tags' EPCs carefully to build a set of filter substrings, and then smartly chooses some substrings from this built set of filter substrings, such that the tag-selection problem can be solved by issuing a few ''select'' commands (see Algorithm 1) .
To this end, we study the efficient tag-selection problem in RFID systems with universal applicability and a small communication time. In particular, firstly, we prove a nontrivial lower bound of communication overhead for a protocol which is capable of solving the tag-selection problem. Then we propose an efficient protocol, denoted by TagSP, which uses only the ''select'' command and EPC. Lastly, we testify the universal applicability and efficiency of TagSP through rigorous theoretical analysis and comprehensive simulation results. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: Algorithm 1 TagSP: An Efficient Method for the Tag-Selection Problem Based on Multiple Filter-Strings Input: A tag population S of N tags chosen from U , and a tag subset P of n tags (P ⊂ S). ||* First stage: Preprocess all the substrings in the n EPCs of P to build a set A of candidate filter-strings.*|| 1: Initialize a set A = ∅; 2: Set L max = log 2 (N 2 ) ; 3:
End If End If 8: End For End For ||* Second stage: Use candidate filter-strings in A to pick subset P from S in a greedy way.*|| 9: Initialize a counter C = 0; 10: While P = ∅ 11: Find a substring t[i, j] from A such that the number of tags in P which share t [i, j] in their EPCs is maximized; ||* a tag u ∈ P shares t [i, j] in its EPC, if the substring that starts at the i-th bit and ends at the j-bit of tag u's EPC equals t [i, j] .*|| 12: Issue a command: Select MemBank = 1, Pointer =i,
13: Delete the tags that can be picked by the above command from P; 14: C = C + 1; 15: End While 1) We have proven a nontrivial lower bound of communication overhead for a protocol which is capable of solving the tag-selection problem. 2) We have designed a protocol, denoted by TagSP, to solve the studied problem. Comparing to the existing protocols, the proposed TagSP can be applied directly into off-the-shelf RFID systems with a communication overhead close to the lower bound. 3) We have conducted extensive simulations to verify the performance of the proposed TagSP, and the results show that the communication time of TagSP is within a constant factor of the lower bound. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a nontrivial lower bound of the communication time for the tag-selection problem. Section III describes the proposed TagSP protocol. Section IV evaluates the proposed protocol through simulation results. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
II. A NONTRIVIAL LOWER BOUND OF COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
In this section, we obtain a nontrivial lower bound of communication overhead for any protocol to solve the tag-selection problem. Note: Tag population S = {t 1 , t 2 , .., t 9 } and subset P = {t 2 , t 5 , t 6 , t 8 , t 9 }. 
A. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider an RFID system where a reader R is deployed to monitor a set S of N tags, i.e., S = {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t N } (we call S as a tag population). Fig. 1 shows such an example with a reader R and a set S of 9 tags. The reader R is connected to a powerful backend server for computation and storage. Each tag t has a unique EPC (a 96-bit ID) which exclusively represents tag t as well the object to which t is attached. The reader R communicates with the server through a high speed connection link, over which the communication time delay can be ignored. All the tags in S stay within the interrogating range of R and can communicate with R via a low-speed connection link, over which the communication overhead mainly determines the communication time of a protocol in RFID systems.
Before we present the definition of the tag-selection problem, we define a few notations. Let U denote the set of all 2 96 possible EPCs. Let S denote a tag population which is a set of unique EPCs (tags) chosen from U , and let |S| = N . Let P be a proper subset of S, and |P| = n. We use t to denote both tag t and t's EPC. Some common symbols used in this paper are also summarized in Table 1 .
Initially, all the tags in S have no idea about whether they belong to subset P or not, and reader R knows the tags' EPCs in P and S − P, respectively. Then, the tag-selection problem is defined as follows.
Definition 1: Suppose we have an RFID system which is described in the above, for any S ⊂ U and P ⊂ S, the tagselection problem requires to devise a protocol to guarantee that reader R can pick all the tags in P from S, i.e., to inform all tags in S whether they belong to P or not.
Please note that, in Definition 1, S can be any subset of N different EPCs chosen from U because we make no restriction on the tags' EPCs in an RFID system; P is allowed to be any proper subset of S because we do not assume any distribution of P. In practice, this is quite possible to happen, especially in a large scale RFID system where users or applications partition a large number of tags into different subsets according to various selection criteria or local attributes of tags at a time point, and want to pick different subsets from S later at different time points.
B. LOWER BOUND ANALYSIS
In the following theorem, we obtain a nontrivial lower bound of the number of bits that reader R sends to tags, and then accordingly a nontrivial lower bound of time, denoted by T BD . The basic idea is to transform a protocol A for the tagselection problem and a specially designed message, denoted by B, into a process that can represent a subset P and a population S. Then the lower bound of A can be derived by calculating the difference between {P, S} and B. Please note that in the following analysis, we assume that the communication time of a protocol in RFID systems is mainly determined by the time used for sending bits from reader R to tags. We ignore the cost of communications between R and the server. Because R can communicate with the server quickly via a high speed connection link, in which the data speed is usually larger than 10Mbits/s. 4 In contrast, the data speed from reader R to all tags is only about 26Kbits/s∼128Kbits/s [31] .
Let T s represent the time length for sending a 96-bit string from reader R to all tags. Then R needs a time of m×T s 96 to transmit an m-bit message to tags, because R can spilt this message into 96-bit segments and transmit each of them in a time slot of length T s . Therefore, if a protocol A needs to transmit M bits in total to tags, the time of A equals M×T s 96 . Theorem 2: Let A be a protocol which is capable of solving the tag-selection problem, and |A| be the total number of bits sent to all tags when A runs. Then A must satisfy the inequality (1) and equation (2):
where n and N are the numbers of tags in P and S, respectively, and T BD represents the lower bound of time.
Proof: We use Msg to represent all of the bits that reader R sends to all tags when protocol A runs. We can view Msg as a single bit-string in which the number of bits equals |A|. During the execution of protocol A, it is easy to see that all tags within the interrogating range of reader R use a common decision procedure to decide whether they belong to subset P or not. Because, initially, each tag t ∈ S knows only its EPC and stays in the same state (non-selected state), and then makes decisions during the execution of protocol A. This common decision procedure can be represented by a function F(). Without loss of generality, we can assume that, after reader R broadcasts Msg, each tag t ∈ S computes F(t, Msg), and makes decisions as follows:
Because, protocol A is assumed to be capable of solving the tag-selection problem, then by the Definition 1, we have the followings three statements:
Please note that Pr[] stands for probability. The first two statements are easy to be obtained from Definition 1. The third statement is because Definition 1 does not make any restriction on the result of
We show how each tag t can know which n EPCs are in subset P and which N − n EPCs are in S − P in the following steps: S1: Since U is known to all tags, each tag t ∈ S is capable of computing F(x, Msg) over each EPC x ∈ U . Then t can get two sets: U 0 = {x, |x ∈ U and F(x, Msg) = 1} and U 1 = {x, |x ∈ U and F(x, Msg) = 1}. By statement (1)-(3), we know P ⊂ U 1 and S − P ⊂ U 0 (the value of F() over an EPC in U − S can be either 1 or 0). Therefore, tag t can know which n EPCs from U truly belong to P, if reader R tells t which EPCs in U 1 are not in P; t can know which N − n EPCs from U truly belong to S − P, if R tells t which EPCs in U 0 are not in S − P. S2: Reader R can get U 0 and U 1 the same way as each tag t does. Then, since reader R knows P and S − P, it can get U 0 − (S − P) and U 1 − P. Hence reader R can tell each tag t about the EPCs in U 0 − (S − P) and U 1 − P by broadcasting a message B to all tags. S3: Each tag t ∈ S can perfectly know which n EPCs are in P as well as which N − n EPCs are in S − P, after receiving B.
We need to use log 2 −n N −n + log 2 n bits to accurately represent a subset P and a population S (|P| = n and |S| = N ), where = 2 96 . This is because an arbitrary set containing N different EPCs from U can become S, and an arbitrary set containing n EPCs from S can become P. Let |U 0 | = z (the number of EPCs in U 0 is z). We have
allows an arbitrary number of EPCs in U − S, over each of which the value of F() equals 1, and statement (2) requires: ways of choosing N − n EPCs from U 0 , and −z n different ways of choosing n EPCs from U 1 . As a result, we know |B| (the number of bits used in B) equals log 2 z N −n + log 2 −z n bits.
Since
Step (1)-(3) can help a tag t to accurately find out P and S − P, we have the following inequality:
Let z = α , where α ∈ [0, 1]. By substituting z with α into (3), and we have:
Please note that the approximation ( − n ≈ ) used in (4) comes from the fact that is far larger than n. It is easy to see the function of α shown in (5) is minimized when α = (N − n)/n. Therefore, we get (1). Finally, since T s is the time length of a slot for sending a 96-bit string from R to all tags, and protocol A needs to transmit at least ζ bits, we know that the time of A is no less than ζ × T s /96.
III. TAGSP: AN EFFICIENT PROTOCOL FOR THE TAG-SELECTION PROBLEM
In this section, we study how to efficiently solve the tagselection problem based on the EPC and ''select'' command. We first explain the basic working principle of using the EPC and ''select'' command to pick tags from a population. Then, we analyze the possibility of solving the tag-selection problem by using a single ''select'' command. At the end of this section, we provide the designed protocol TagSP with a detailed analysis of its theoretical performance.
A. ILLUSTRATION FOR SELECT COMMAND
EPC C1G2 standard defines a mandatory command ''select'', represented by Select in the following. This command provides the RFID reader with the ability to pick up multiple tags based on user-defined criteria (see pages 74-76 in [31] ). A Select command contains 6 parameters as shown in the following:
• Target and Action: The parameter Target specifies the object that a Select command will change. This object can either be the selected flag, denoted by SL, or the inventoried flag of a tag. Action specifies how to change the object. According to the EPC C1G2 standard [31] , there are 8 different actions for a tag to response to an Action parameter, which are shown in Tab. 2. In summary, these two parameters together specify: if a tag t matches the selection criterion, t sets its flag (inventoried or SL) to a value, otherwise, t sets its flag to another value. For example, when Target = SL and Action = ''000 , tag t asserts its SL if t matches the selection criterion; tag t desserts its SL flag, otherwise. The selection criterion used in a Select command is defined by the other four parameters shown below.
• MemBank, Pointer, Length, and Mask: These four parameters jointly specify a contiguous sequence of bits that starts at Pointer and ends Length bits later in the memory of MemBank. Then the selection criterion used in a Select command is defined as: if the substring that starts at Pointer and ends Length bits later in the memory of MemBank is the same as MASK, the corresponding tags are matched. There are 4 different memory banks in a tag t: MemBank-0 stores t's access password; MemBank-1 stores t's EPC; MemBank-2 stores t's manufacturing information; MemBank-3 stores t's customized information. For example, when MemBank = MemBank-0, tag t uses Pointer, Length and MASK to locate a substring in its EPC, and then compare this substring with MASK to determine whether it matches or not. In other words, MASK is compared with the substring that starts at the Pointer-th bit and ends at the (Pointer+Length-1)-th bit of tag t's EPC. When MemBank takes other values, tag t finds the substring in the corresponding memory bank and compares this substring with MASK in the same way as we have explained for MemBank = MemBank-0.
In this paper, we only consider the case that MemBank = MemBank-0, because we focus on using tags' EPCs to solve the tag-selection problem. For ease of illustration, we call the substring specified by the three parameters: Pointer, Length, and Mask, as the filter-string in a Select command, because it actually determines the selection criterion for this Select command. Please note that, in the following analysis, we omit Target and Action in a Select command, because they only specify the action of a tag when it matches (or does not match) the filter-string.
In the following, we provide examples for showing how Select commands work for picking tags from a tag population S. We assume that an EPC is a 4-bit string, and consider a specific tag population S = {t i |i = 1, 2, . . . , 8} with their EPCs as shown in Tab. 3. If reader R wants to pick a tag subset According to EPC C1G2 standard, reader R needs to transmit at least 4 × (3 + log 2 (96) + 8 + 4) = 88 bits for executing these four commands. 5 Please note that each of these 4 commands uses a different filter-string. However, since reader R knows the EPCs in S, it can analyze the 4 EPCs in P carefully and find out that t 1 , t 2 , t 3 and t 4 share a common substring ''0 in the first bit of their EPCs, which is not shared by the tags in S − P. Hence, reader R can find out that a single command: Select MemBank = 1, Pointer = 1, Length = 1, Mask = ''0 is capable of picking P from S, and it needs only 1 × (3 + log 2 (96) + 8 + 1) = 19 bits for executing this command. 6 If reader R wants to pick P = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 7 }, instead of using four Select commands (one for each tag in P), R can issue two Select commands, after it finds out: (1) t 1 and t 2 share a common substring ''00 in the first two bits in their EPCs, which is not shared by other tags in S − P; (2) t 3 and t 7 share a common substring ''10 in the second and third bits in their EPCs, which is not shared by other tags in S − P. Furthermore, we can see that when P = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 7 }, reader R needs at least two Select commands to pick P from S. This is because these four tags do not share a common substring in their EPCs, which is not shared by the tags in S − P.
Based on the above examples, we can see that the key point for solving the tag-selection problem is to find λ filter-strings from the EPCs in subset P, such that P can be picked by using λ Select commands. In the following section, firstly, we show that the probability that a single filter-string (or equivalently, a single Select command) can pick P from S 5 According to Table 6 -29, we know that parameter MemBank, Pointer, and Length need 3, log 2 (96) , and 8 bits, respectively. The number of bits needed in Mask is equal to the value of Length, which is the number of bits in the filter-string. 6 The filter-string in this command is defined by three parameters: Pointer = 1, Length = 1, Mask=''0 , and this filter-string can separate t 1 , t 2 , t 3 and t 4 from t 5 , t 6 , t 7 , t 8 (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 and t 4 match this filter string, but t 5 , t 6 , t 7 , t 8 do not) is extremely small; secondly, we propose an efficient protocol that picks P from S by using multiple filter-strings.
B. ANALYSIS FOR SOLVING THE TAG-SELECTION PROBLEM BY USING A SINGLE

SELECT COMMAND
A single ''select'' command can pick P from S, if there exists a substring t[i, j] of tag t's EPC (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 96), such that the following two statements are true:
is not shared by the tags in S − P). If such a substring exists, then we can use t[i, j] to pick P from S by using a single ''select'' command: ''Select MemBank = 1, Pointer = i, Length = j − i + 1, Mask = t[i, j]''. We call the substring t[i, j] a 1-filter-string.
We first conduct simulations to find the average numbers of 1-filter-string solutions for given n and N through 10 5 independent trails, where n = |P| and N = |S|. The simulations are done with two settings. One is to set N = 2n, and let n go from 1 to 20. The other is set N = n + 20, and let n go from 1 to 20. Specifically, we takes the following steps for each setting: (1) Pick the number n;
(2) Randomly choose N different EPCs from U to form set S and then randomly choose n EPCs from S to form set P; (3) Do exhaustive enumeration to find all the 1-filter-strings for the sets: S and P which are determined in step (2) , and record this number; (4) Repeat step (2) and (3) for 10 5 times to compute the average number of 1-filter-strings for the number n. Please note that the average number we get in the above procedure provides a simulated upper bound of the probability of existence of 1-filter-string solution for a given parameter n. Fig. 2 shows the average number of 1-filterstring solutions for the two settings. From the results, we can observe that the average number of 1-filter-string solutions decreases close to 0 rapidly, with the increase of n, which also indicates the probability of 1-filter-string solution decreases close to 0 quickly with the increase of n. In particular, when n = 6 and N = 12 (both P and S − P contain 6 tags), the average number of 1-filter-string solutions in a trial is only 0.4, which means that in there are at least 10 5 × (1 − 0.4) = 6 × 10 4 trials, in each of which there does not exist a 1-filter-string solution; when n = 10 and N = 20, the average number of 1-filter-string solutions is only 0.0016, which means that there are at least 10 5 ×(1−0.0016) = 99984 trials, in each of which no 1-filter-string solutions can be found.
Secondly, we calculate the theoretical expected number of 1-filter-string solutions, denoted by N 1 , and derive an upper bound of the probability that there exists at least a 1-filter string for a trial, as stated in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: Let S denote a tag population of N unique EPCs randomly chosen from U (the set of all possible EPCs), and P a subset of n EPCs randomly chosen from S. Then the expected number of 1-filter-strings can be calculated as:
Note that formula (6) provides an upper bound of the probability that there exists at least one 1-filter-string for picking P from S. Proof: The proof is shown in the Appendix. We plot the curves of formula (6) in Fig. 2 (see crosses) which highly match the simulation results (see cycles).
C. SOLVING THE TAG-SELECTION PROBLEM BY USING MULTIPLE SELECT COMMANDS
Based on the previous analysis, we can see that 1-filter-string solution rarely exists for a tag-selection problem. Therefore, we deal with the tag-selection problem based on multiple filter-strings, or equivalently, multiple Select commands.
The basic idea of the designed protocol TagSP is to build a set A of candidate filter-strings such that the number of Select commands used for picking P can be reduced. More specifically, TagSP includes two stages: the first stage analyzes all the EPCs in subset P to build A, and the second stage uses A to pick P from S in a greedy way, which always uses the substring in A that is shared by the largest number of tags in P as the filter-string in each issued Select command. The detailed steps of TagSP are shown in Algorithm 1.
In TagSP, the first stage is shown in Step 1-8, and the second stage is shown in Step 9-15. The variable L max set in step 2 is used for reducing the number of substrings that we need to check when constructing A. The reason for using log 2 (N 2 ) as the maximal length is shown in Theorem 4.
Step 4-7 check each substring t [i, j] , and then put t[i, j] into A if there does not exist a tag u ∈ S − P that shares t[i, j] in its EPC.
Step 11 finds the substring t [i, j] in A that is shared by the largest number of tags in P;
Step 12 issues a Select command by using the substring t[i, j] found in Step 11 as the filter-string to pick some tags in P from S. From these two steps, we can see that TagSP tries to minimize the number of Select commands by adopting a greedy strategy. Please note that we do not try to find an optimal subset of filterstrings that can pick P from S by issuing a minimal number of Selects. The reason is that there are exponentially many different subsets of A needed to be considered when finding the optimal subset. Theorem 4: Let S denote a tag population of N unique EPCs randomly chosen from U , and P a subset of n EPCs randomly chosen from S. Furthermore, let A be the set of candidate filter-strings generated by step 1-8 in Algorithm 1. Then we have the following two statements: (A) ∀t ∈ P, the probability that there exists a filter-string
The number of filter-strings in A is no more than 192 × n log 2 (N ).
Proof: Let t[i, i+L max −1] represent the substring of t's EPC that starts at the i-th bit and ends at the (i + L max − 1)-th bit, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 97 − L max . In other words, t[i, j] is a substring of length L max . By Step 6 in Algorithm 1, we know that t[i, j] will be put into A if and only if there does not exist
Because the tags in S are randomly chosen from U (the set of all possible EPCs), we have the following:
Thus, the probability that t[i, j] is put into A is (1 − 1/N 2 ) N −n > 1−1/N . Since there are at least 96/L max nonoverlapped substrings of length L max in t's EPC, we know the probability that at least one of these 96/L max substrings is put into A is larger than 1 − (1/N ) 96/L max ≈ 1. Because N is usually large in RFID systems, we can have statement (A). Please note that this explains why we set L max = log 2 (N 2 ) , i.e., we do not consider the substrings of length larger than L max . The reason is that the substrings of length no more than L max already can help us to pick each tag in P. Statement (B) follows from the fact that there are 96 − l + 1 ≤ 96 different substrings of length l in a tag's EPCs, and the first stage of TagSP only considers the substrings of length less than or equal to L max .
Theorem 5: Let S denote a tag population that contains N unique EPCs randomly chosen from U , and P denote a subset of n EPCs randomly chosen from S. Then the computational cost of TagSP is O(nN log 2 (N )).
Proof: Given an integer l ∈ {1, 2, .., 96}, there are at most 96 different substrings of length l in a tag t's EPC. Then we can see: at most 96 × (N − n) substring comparisons are needed for a substring t [i, j] . This is because, a substring t[i, j] is compared with the substring u[i, j] of each tag u ∈ S − P, in the worst case (when t[i, j] is put into A). Furthermore, since we need to check the substrings of length no more than L max ≤ log 2 (N 2 ) , we know at most n × 96 × (N − n) × L max = O(n(N − n) log 2 (N )) substring comparisons are needed for the first stage.
Next, we look at the second stage of TagSP. By Theorem 4, we know that there are at most 192 × n log 2 (N ) filter-strings in A. Then, it is easy to see that at most 192 × n log 2 (N ) comparisons are needed for finding the filter-string that is shared by the largest number of tags of P in Step-11. 7 Obviously, at most n filter-strings are needed for picking P from S. Therefore, the second stage of TagSP needs at most 192 × n log 2 (N ) × n = O(n 2 log 2 (N )) comparisons.
Finally, since O(n(N − n) log 2 (N )) + O(n 2 log 2 (N )) = O(nN log 2 (N )), we have the conclusion.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the simulation performance of TagSP with the state-of-the-art protocol WB [20] .
A. SIMULATION SETTING
We compare the performance of the two protocols: TagSP and WB. The timing scheme stated in the EPC C1G2 standard [31] is used as the basic unit to compute the communication time of the two protocols. The transmission rate from reader R to tags is set to 26.7Kbits/s. Any two consecutive transmissions are separated by a time slot of 302µs. Therefore, it takes reader R 3897.2µs to transmit a 96-bit string to tags (0.096Kbits/26.7Kbits/s+302µs = 3897.2µs). Please note that other transmission rates can only change the absolute communication time of protocols, and do not affect the trend. The communication time of a Select command is determined by the time for transmitting its 6 parameters Target, Action MemBank, Pointer, Length, and Mask, according to Table 4 . Because WB needs a preprocess in which each tag of S is written with a log 2 (2 N )-bit string, the communication time of WB equals the sum of the time for transmitting the n (log 2 (2 N ))-bit strings during the preprocess, and the time for transmitting Select commands. The computational cost of TagSP and WB is measured by implementing these two protocols in Matlab R2014b on a laptop PC with Intel I7-7700HQ CPU and 8GB RAM, running Windows 7 (64-bit).
B. PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE
The performance of the two protocols is evaluated under various settings of N and n, which are the numbers of tags in S and P, respectively. We compare communication time and computational cost of TagSP and WB in 3 scenarios. In scenario 1, we set N = 10 2 and vary n from 10 to 50. In scenario 2, we set n = 100 and vary N from 200 to 10 3 . In scenario 3, we vary n from 100 to 500 and set N = 2 × n. For each scenario, the simulation results of these two protocol are the average of 100 independent trails. More specifically, for fixed values of n and N , we take the following steps:
(1) Generate a tag population S by randomly choosing N EPCs from U , and then a subset P by randomly choosing n EPCs from S;
(2) Use TagSP and WB to pick P from S, and record their simulation results (communication time, computational cost, and the number of used Select commands); (3) Repeat (1) and (2) for 100 times, and use the averaged values of 100 independent trails as the performance of these two protocols. We also compute T BD with various values of n and N according to (2) in Theorem 2.
In Fig. 3 , we display the simulation results for scenario 1. We can see that both the communication time and the number of Select commands of TagSP are much less than that of WB. In particular, when n = 50 and N = 100, the communication time of TagSP and WB are 0.0135s and 0.047s, respectively; the number of Select commands used by TagSP and WB are 14 and 25, respectively. Hence, we can see that the communication time of TagSP is about 28% of that of WB. This is because TagSP uses much less Select commands as compared with WB, and WB needs a time-consuming preprocess while TagSP does not. In Fig. 3 , we also see that the communication time of TagSP is at most 3.5 times of T BD .
The simulation results for scenario 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively, where we can observe similar results as in Fig. 3 . In particular, in Fig. 4 , when n = 100 and N = 1000, the communication time of TagSP and WB are 0.059s and 0.48s, respectively; the number of Select commands used by TagSP and WB are 62 and 90, respectively. Hence, we can see that the communication time of TagSP is about 13% of that of WB. In Fig, 5 , when n = 500 and N = 800, the communication time of TagSP and WB are 0.12s and 0.475s, respectively; the number of Select commands used by TagSP and WB are 116 and 200, respectively. Hence, we can see that the communication time of TagSP is about 25% of that of WB. In Fig. 4 to the lower bound, because A (the set of candidate filterstrings) contains the best substrings that can be used to pick tags in P in Select commands. However, due to redundant information transmitted in Select commands, the ratio between the communication time of TagSP and the lower bound can not equal to 1 approximately. Please note that the transmitted parameters: Target, Action and MemBank remain unchanged during the execution in TagSP (see Algorithm 1), and there are some redundancy in the 3 parameters: Pointer, Length and MASK (MASK already contains the information about the length of the filter-string).
The computation burden of both schemes is not very heavy despite of using the normal desktop computer and can be satisfied when a powerful computing server is available in RFID systems, although the computational cost of TagSP is higher than that of WB in Fig. 3-5 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the tag-selection problem, which is a basic and under-investigated problem in RFID systems. We prove a nontrivial lower bound of communication overhead for a protocol which is capable of solving the studied problem. Then we design an efficient protocol TagSP for this problem only based on the EPC and the Select command from EPC C1G2 standard. Compared with the existing protocols, the proposed TagSP has a much less communication time and can be directly applied into off-the-shelf RFID systems. Extensive simulation are conducted and the results verify the superiority of TagSP.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Firstly, we can calculate the expected number of filter-strings in a trial, where P and S are randomly generated. Without loss of generality, we assume that P = {t 1 , t 2 , .., t n } and S = P ∪ {t n+1 , t n+2 , . . . , t N }. We use t to represent tag t as well as t's EPC, and t[i, j] to represent the substring of t's EPC that starts at the i-th bit and ends at the j-th bit, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 96. For each EPC t k in the tag population S, and each integers i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 96} (i ≤ j), let X k i,j be a random variable such that
Then, X k i,j = 1 represents the event that the substring t k [i, j] is a 1-filter-string for selecting tags in P from S, and n k=1 96 i=1 96 j=i X k i,j (7) represents the total number of 1-filter-strings in a trail. Note that, in a trial, we generate a tag population S by randomly choosing N different EPCs from U the set of all 2 96 possible EPCs. This is equivalently to the process of N random selections, in each of which an EPC is chosen independently and uniformly from U . 8 Then we get:
Pr (t k [i, j] = t k [i, j]) = 1/2 j−i+1 , ∀k = k ∈ {1, 2, .., N }.
Since P and S − P contain n and N − n EPCs, respectively, the probability that X k i,j = 1 can be obtained as follows:
Pr X k i,j = 1 = 1/2 j−i+1 n−1 × 1 − 1/2 j−i+1 N −n .
Based on the above probabilities, now we can compute the mathematical expectation of n k=1 96 i=1
96 j=i X k i,j shown in (7) as follows. 8 S can be generated by N selections, in each of which an EPC is chosen independently and uniformly from U . Because 2 96 ≈ 7.9 × 10 28 and N 2 96 , the probability that any two of the N EPCs are identical can be omitted.
The first equality above is based on the linearity of mathematical expectation.
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